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publity AG: Thomas Olek resigns as CEO and takes on consultancy role for the Group

-

Olek will focus on big-data real estate analysis for the Group as a consultant - Resignation of
position on Executive Board as of 31.12.2020

-

Position as long-term majority shareholder and existing lock-up agreements remain unaffected
- further expansion of participation targeted

Frankfurt/Main, 28.12.2020– The CEO of publity AG ("publity", ISIN DE0006972508), Thomas Olek,
informed the Supervisory Board of publity today that he wishes to terminate his position on the
Executive Board of publity as of 31 December 2020. The Supervisory Board has accepted Olek's
request with the best mutual understanding and expresses its thanks to him for the work he has done
in the past. Beginning in 2021, Olek will continue as a consultant to the entire Group in the areas of
big data real estate analysis and internationalisation, which have been identified as key success
factors for the further development of publity and its Group companies. Olek therefore also informed
the Supervisory Board that the talks with the Supervisory Board of publity's subsidiary PREOS Global
Office Real Estate & Technology AG ("PREOS") about taking over a position on the Executive Board
of PREOS have been postponed. Olek reiterated to the Supervisory Board of publity that he intends to
remain a majority shareholder of publity in the long term and to further expand his shareholding
depending on the share price. The existing lock-up agreements shall also remain unaffected by the
change.
The publity board will therefore consist of the current board members Frank Schneider and Stephan
Kunath.
EXPLANATORY PART
Thomas Olek: "I have built publity over the past two decades with a strong team and made it one of
the leading players in the German office real estate market. Now – accelerated by the COVID-19
pandemic – we are facing major upheavals in our industry. Digitalisation, Big Data real estate analysis
and, last but not least, international positioning will be decisive factors in determining which companies
will play a leading role in the global real estate industry in the coming decades. publity is already
excellently positioned in this regard and I would like to use my energy and expertise to ensure that we
consolidate and expand this leading position. Our strong Executive Board and our outstanding team
make it possible for me to dedicate myself completely to this area as a consultant in the future, which
will help make publity even more successful. As a majority shareholder, I have an undiminished
interest in this.
Hans-Jürgen Klumpp, Chairman of the Supervisory Board of publity AG: "In recent years, Thomas
Olek has been a decisive figure in the success of publity. For this he deserves our gratitude. It speaks
for his entrepreneurial perspective that he is now ready to fully focus on digitalisation and Big – Data
real estate analysis as a consultant at publity – because these will be game changers for the real
estate industry of the future.
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